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A unique event on sustainability



History  
of the event

Budapest has been the center of sustainable thinking for more than a decade. The 

Budapest Water Summits (2013, 2016, 2019) brought together the world’s political, 

economic, and scientific decision-makers, and attracted innovative companies 

looking to find real solutions for water scarcity issues. Building on their success, 

Planet Budapest 2021 Sustainability Expo And Summit was held in December 2021, 

providing a unique event on an even larger scale and expanding the scope to include 

the entire portfolio of sustainability. Planet Budapest 2021 offered widely applicable, 

innovative, and pragmatic solutions to the challenges of sustainable development, and 

featured the largest exhibition of the environmental industry in Central Europe. This 

is the legacy we are building on with Planet Budapest 2023.
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Planet Budapest 2023
Sustainability Expo

IT IS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO:

• discover the latest innovations of ~120 exhibitors,

• meet the most influential Hungarian climate leaders,

• discuss sustainability with international innovators 
and entrepreneurs,

• participate in scientific, educational, and awareness- 
raising workshops,

• conduct productive meetings in dedicated rooms,

all in an inspiring atmosphere surrounded by experiential activities!

Planet Budapest 2023 Sustainability Expo will showcase the cutting edge 

solutions and comprehensive approach of the leading Hungarian companies, 

startups, educational institutions, professional associations, and government 

agencies active in the field of sustainability and green economy. 

This year the special focus will be on food security and sustainable food 

production around the world.
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Planet Budapest 2023 is an  integrated 
event consisting of three main pillars

PLANET BUDAPEST 2023

01. Planet Expo is an exceptional opportunity for businesses and institutions 
offering sustainable solutions to showcase their activities and do business.

02. Your Planet is an experience-based and visionary exhibition on 
sustainability attracting tens of thousands of people.

03. Heroes of the Future is an interactive experience for young visitors, where 
they can experience a journey and adventure through time and space, 
focusing on sustainability in a spectacular, movie-like setting.

The entry for Planet Budapest 2023 is free.
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